My Field Trip to Adventure Science Center
Today, I am going to **Adventure Science Center**! I will know I’m there when I see the giant **pyramids**.
When my bus stops in front of Adventure Science Center, I may need to stay sitting in my seat while I wait for instructions from an adult.
A science center staff member may step onto the bus to welcome us and to go over the rules I will need to follow while I am at the science center. I may sit with a quiet body and use my listening ears as they speak.
The rules of Adventure Science Center are:

Use walking feet

Use an inside voice

Stay with an adult

Following these rules will keep me safe and make my teachers and Adventure Science Center’s staff happy!
A science center staff member or my teacher may walk down the aisle of the bus to hand out **wristbands**, which is a special paper bracelet and my **ticket** to play at Adventure Science Center! I may need to ask a friend or an adult nearby to help me put it on.
Once everyone on the bus has put on a wristband, I may be led off of the bus into Adventure Science Center. I may feel **excited** when I am finally **inside** Adventure Science Center!
I may follow my teacher or a Science Center staff member to the first activity. Our first activity may be going to watch a show at the planetarium, doing a lab, watching a demonstration, or just taking some time to explore.
If I am with a group, I may not get to pick what we see or do first. It’s okay, we may still have plenty of time to see everything. I will try to be safe and stay with my group.
If I want **help** or need to ask a **question**, I may ask Adventure Science Center’s staff. They wear **black** or **blue shirts** with a name badge. They are always happy to help!
When it is time for **lunch**, I may go eat with my group at the **Skyline Café** or at the picnic tables **outside**. When I am done eating I may need to stay in my seat until my teacher gives me directions about what to do next.
When it is **time to go**, I may need to line up or sit with my classmates until I am told by an adult that it is time to get back on the bus.
I may wave goodbye and say thank you to the science center staff for a great field trip. I may have a great time at Adventure Science Center!